OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Tonight, we're coming to you with a special two-hour finale of our New Earth webcast series. For 10 weeks, we've all met every Monday night for a global conversation. It's been really quite special. A global conversation about consciousness from the UK to Hong Kong to Russia to all 50 states here in America. I just, again, want to say thank you to every one of you for helping us to create this new earth here with Eckhart Tolle and with me. So many of you have written to say that you want this forum to continue, so beginning next Monday, May 12, I hope you'll join me for the start of my Soul Series webcast here on Oprah.com. For the first time we'll be broadcasting the videotape sessions of my XM radio show. Many of you didn't know I have a radio show. Yeah, I have a day job, a night job, a middle job (inaudible). It's where I get to talk to spiritual teachers, and have been doing so for quite some time; spiritual teachers, and thinkers, and scholars about this, my favorite subject, the evolution of our souls. So keep Mondays reserved for Oprah.com. You can begin downloading next Monday. Tonight's the last chapter, Chapter 10 of A New Earth, and before we get started, let's begin with silence.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Would you like to lead us, sir?

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): A moment of stillness. Now, as you know, you need to put your attention somewhere in order to find the stillness. The attention needs to move out of the dimension of thinking. So we've practiced in the past with putting our attention into the inner feeling of aliveness in the body. We've also, I believe, put our attention on our breath, and we've put our attention on sense perceptions—whatever we can see or hear outside. But this time we go one step further. And I suggest, this is a little bit more subtle, as we enter this moment of stillness, we put our attention on the fact that we are conscious. In other words, we become aware that there is a light in us, using "light" metaphorically, a presence, a space of awareness. That is pure attention. So instead of being aware of something—our breath, or the inner body, or sense perceptions—let's just be aware that we are aware. You feel your own presence and become still.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Let's be aware we are aware. And become still. That was good. I think even Dean the stage manager became aware. He is aware, right, Dean? The themes of Chapter 10 are truly the culmination, I think, of what
all of our work has been about. How to bring consciousness to every moment and to every action of our lives, and in the process learning that we are far greater than anything that we could have imagined ourselves to be. So we're going to get started. You talk about the brief history of your life on page 282. "The coming into manifestation of the world as its return to the unmanifested—its expansion and contraction." On the previous page, you talked about the earth expanding, the universe, really, expanding and contracting. "Those two movements are reflected throughout the universe in many ways such as in the incessant expansion and contraction of your heart, as well as in inhalation and exhalation of your breath. They are also reflected in the cycles of sleep and wakefulness. Each night, without knowing it," I love this, "you return to the unmanifested," capital S,"Source of all life when you enter the stage of deep, dreamless sleep, and then reemerge again in the morning, replenished. Those two movements, the outgoing and return, are also reflected in each person's life cycles. Out of nowhere, so of speak, "you" suddenly appear in this world. Birth is followed by expansion. There is not only physical growth, but growth of knowledge, activities, possessions. … This is a time where you're mainly concerned with finding or pursuing your outer purpose. … Each person's life—each life-form, in fact—represents a world, a unique way in which the universe experiences itself. And when your form dissolves, a world comes to an end—one of countless worlds." I thought that was so beautiful. That's the bottom of page 283, everybody. "Each person's life—each life-form, in fact—represents a world, a unique way in which the universe experiences itself." So we are manifestations of the universe experiencing itself as each of us.

6. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE) : Yes. And that takes you out of this illusion that all you are is this limited little person. This is—on the surface of things you are this person with a name and a form, but in the depths of your being, you are the universe experiencing itself in this form. And there's just this thought brings about a little shift in the way in which you perceive yourself.

7. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST) : And everybody else.

8. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.

9. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): We are the universe or the source of all life or the Creator or God, Which ever name you choose to use, expressing itself in our particular form.

10. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. In and through this form. So there's not—people usually perceive themselves as being, "This is me and there's the universe."

11. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

12. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Or the world, and, "There's the me and the rest of the world." But you are the universe, you are the life, you're one life.

13. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): We're not separate.

14. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE’S PURPOSE): No separate.
15.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. "Each person's life—each life-form—represents a world, a unique way in which the universe experiences itself. And when your form dissolves, a world comes to an end—one of countless worlds." Wow. That's really powerful. So let's talk about the awakening and the return movement. **What is the return movement in a person's life?**

16.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE):

**Usually, you start off with the outward movement.** As you grow up and as you go into adolescence and adulthood, you start building your life, you acquire experiences, you acquire knowledge, you acquire possessions. Your sphere of influence extends, so there's the expansion. You grow, and usually that goes up to a certain age. It varies from person to person, unless—I talk about that also—unless the spirit of expansion is interrupted by some traumatic event. We can come to that a little bit later. So there's the expansion, and then when people reach a certain age, suddenly a different movement starts, thinks the body is no longer as strong, not working so well anymore. People around you begin to die; they reach a certain age. And so there's another movement that at some point comes into people's lives, which we could call the dissolution of form. It's gradually happening. And in our culture, we don't like to talk about that. And this is why most old people are hidden away in homes you rarely see. You have to go to Third World countries to really see the reality of human life.

17.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): What it's like to grow older.
18.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes.
19.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And also we have such a fear of it, and not just a fear, a disdain for it, so we do everything to make ourselves look younger. Everything is being looking younger, being younger. Younger, younger, younger.

20.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.


22.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Now, the return movement is also where the spiritual dimension can come into your life very strongly, when the form with which perhaps for many years you had been identified, which is the physical form and the form of my life or the things that you had built up and identified with, your job, your status, your profession, your possessions. And that—when that begins to become a little bit shaky, then it is very often at that point that there's the possibility for the spiritual dimension to come into your life. When the solidity of the outer forms becomes diminished.

23.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right

24.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): So traditionally—and there's still the—in India, for example,
there's still a tradition when a man reaches a certain age, he withdraws from society. He sometimes even—some people still practice it, but not so many these days, he even leaves his family if he knows that his family is being looked after, he leaves and becomes a solitary mendicant or a monk in order to go deeply within. So that's—but you don't need to do that. All we need to be aware is that when the return movement starts, when the forms that you had identified with begin to break down, that is a wonderful time for going back home for the return movement into spirituality so that you become aware of your own consciousness rather than what consciousness had identified with that was your life before.

25. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): You mean the form.
26. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Form, yes.
27. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And so it's sort of the return back to formlessness.
28. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, but consciously.
29. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Consciously.
30. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): It's the conscious return to see where—"What is the source of my very being?" You could say it's—you're going—when the world begins to become shaky, then you go back to the source out of which it all came, which is God ultimately, God within, source within. So there's these two movements in a person's life. Now, in our civilization, the whole civilization—
31. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): These two movements of the outgoing and the return home.
32. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): The outgoing and the return. Now, our civilization is only interested, it seems, in the outgoing movement. People are interested in accumulating, in building up, in creating, making a life for yourself, being successful. Of course, that has its place. That's fine.
33. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
34. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): What our civilization knows very little about is the return movement.
35. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): You say, "Then one day, you too disappear. Your armchair is still there. But instead of you sitting in it, there is just an empty space. You went back to where you came from just a few years ago. Each person's life—each life-form, in fact—represents a world, a unique way in which the universe experiences itself. And when your form dissolves, a world comes to an end—one of countless worlds. A return movement in a person's life, the weakening or dissolution of form, whether through old age, illness, disability, loss, or some kind of personal tragedy, carries great potential for spiritual awakening." That's why you say some older people become sort of luminescent.
36. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes.
37.OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Yeah.

38. ECKHART TOLle (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Some. And others have a resistance against the return movement. The ego identifies with the weakening body, for example. And so negative inner states arise. People become angry, or bitter, or complain all the time, or talk about the past all the time. They resist what's happening.

39. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Yeah, because they can't accept—they can't accept, which we're going to talk about those three modalities: acceptance, enjoyment and enthusiasm.

40. ECKHART TOLle (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes. So here comes the acceptance of—when old age approaches—the acceptance that this can be also very beautiful if you're open to that.

41. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): You say, "Because in old age, the emphasis," the top of 286, everybody. "Because in old age, the emphasis shifts from doing to Being, and our civilization, which is lost in doing, knows nothing of Being. It asks: Being? What do you do with that?" What do you do with it; Being? Yeah. But the older you get, the more conscious you become that Being is of more value to you than doing.

42. ECKHART TOLle (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE):

Doing.

43. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Yes.

44. ECKHART TOLle (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.

45. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): And the whole point of A New Earth is for everybody to realize—no matter what age you are—that being is of more value to us than doing.

46. ECKHART TOLle (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes.

47. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): And that it's only the being that you bring into your doing that matters.

48. ECKHART TOLle (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes.

49. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Yeah.

50. ECKHART TOLle (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): And you don't have to wait for old age for this to happen. You can become conscious of this at any age, and then the way in which you interact with the world is very different.

51. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Right. 287, "When the ego is no longer identified with the return movement in a person's life, old age or approaching death becomes what it's meant to be: an opening into the realm of spirit." And
many times, obviously, you don't have to approach death in order to open into the realm of spirit as so many of you have told us in your message boards that this whole book is about opening to the realm of spirit. Okay. You say in A New Earth, "On the new earth, old age will be universally recognized and highly valued as a time for the flowering of consciousness."

52.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. In a way, we lost it because that was already there in ancient cultures where old age was greatly honored. For example, in the Native American culture, a grandmother is—when somebody's called a grandmother, it's a title of great distinction, and everybody has great respect for the grandmother because the grandmother embodies that wisdom. Not only wisdom, she also embodied the opening into the realm of spirit. The elder of a tribe, for example, they embody the opening into the realm of spirit, and through those old people, everybody can contact that realm, so it's very vital to have that. We lost it, and now we're going to find that again where old age is honored rather than looked down upon. So there's the grandmother, and I mention in the book, you have the grandmother of the Native American.

53.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): In the first (inaudible).
54.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): In our civilization, you have the granny.
55.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
56.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): They say the granny at best is cute.
57.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
58.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): But there's no depth to that.
59.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right
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60.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): To how we perceive it.
61.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Because we don't honor.
62.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): No. That dimension has virtually disappeared from our civilization—the dimension of depth, the dimension of spirit, the dimension of the sacred, which is so vital for human life.

63.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And what kind of effect does that have on us, not honoring that age and that which is sacred within the age and the depth of that? **What kind of effect does that have on us?**
64.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Well, it means the whole dimension of spirit which is there is lost, so we all our life become completely superficial, and when life becomes completely superficial, you identify it with the surface movement of your life.
And because of that lack of depth, people become very unhappy because there's only these, the surface of their life, possessions, achieving this or that, getting recognition.

65. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And role-playing.
66. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Role playing, ego.
67. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And also what you call on page 289, I like this, "intelligent stupidity."
68. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
69. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Intelligent stupidity.
70. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
71. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Tell us what you mean by that.
72. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Well, the—an example I give is you need great intelligence to split the atom; to do that. But then what do we do with that? We create a—we make an atom bomb, a destructive weapon out of something that could be a wonderful thing. So, on the one hand, humans seem very intelligent, and then what they do with that intelligence very often is extremely stupid. It becomes destructive

73. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right. Because that's where intelligent stupidity comes in.
74. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes. And that's because the dimension of spirit is missing. Intelligence that is not connected to the deeper dimension of awareness, of spirit, whatever you want to call it.

75. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And being.
76. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. Is very destructive

77. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
78. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Sooner or later, it becomes destructive.
79. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes. I love what you say on page 290. This is—you know, I've read the book now several times. That's why this should be your new summer read, everybody, because when you go back and read it again, you will find things that you didn't experience the first time.

80. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): That's—repeated reading is very helpful.
81. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Or a second time.
82. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
83. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Or the third time. This is what I got the other—just yesterday I was reading it once again, this chapter. "Struggle or stress is a sign
that the ego has returned, as are negative reactions when we encounter obstacles."
So whenever you encounter obstacles in your life, it is because your ego is forefront; at the forefront.

84.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. It doesn't mean that you don't encounter challenges in your life.
85.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
86.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): But to make them into—if you consider a challenge an obstacle that you need to fight against, that means the ego is there.

87.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right. This is 290. "The force behind the ego's wanting creates 'enemies,' that is to say, reaction in the form of an opposing force equal in intensity." That's what an enemy is. "The stronger the ego, the stronger the sense of separateness between people. The only action," this is one of my favorite quotes. I love this. "The only," see, I've underlined it three times. "The only actions that do not cause opposing reactions are those that are aimed at the good of all."

88.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. So you no longer separate yourself and say, "This is my—." You consider in whatever you do, you consider the totality or the whole, not just my little needs. "But how do I fit into the totality?" And so then this is not—no longer karmic action which produces suffering.

89.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right. "We are also learning that action, although necessary, is only a secondary factor in manifesting our external reality. The primary factor in creation is consciousness. No matter how active we are," I love this, "how much effort we make, our state of consciousness creates our world, and if there's no change on that inner level, no amount of action will make any difference."

90.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. In other words, what you do is always secondary. Who you are is primary. And that means not who you are in the eyes of the world or who you are in whatever image you might have about yourself, but whether you are connected within yourself, with that dimension of being, spirit, or consciousness.

91.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): You say it beautifully 294, it's "not what you do, but how you do what you do determines whether you are fulfilling your destiny."
92.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
93.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): It's not what you do, but how you do it. And by that you mean the amount of presence or consciousness you bring to whatever you do.

94.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. Another aspect of that is whether whatever you are
doing at any given moment, even the most, what the mind would say, "Some insignificant thing, are you doing it in presence or is it just a means to an end because you want to get to some future moment?"

95. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

96. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Just a simple example you could give. You can go to a restaurant and the way in which the waiter puts the plate on your table can be present and conscious, and immediately you will be affected by that. Sometimes, it happens that you have a waiter who is conscious.

97. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right.

98. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And with care and attention he or she puts the table there, the plate in front of you.

99. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

100. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And you can sense a very different energy from a waiter who is just doing his or her job.

101. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Absolutely.

102. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And he just puts it down.

103. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And that's in every aspect.

104. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

105. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's going through the toll booth; that's picking up your laundry.

106. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Everything.


108. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

109. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): People either bring their presence or they don't.

110. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

111. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.

112. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And often, it's a useful thing to remember to check inside yourself to see whether you are making whatever you are doing at this moment, whether it's primarily a means to an end because you want to get somewhere else through what you are doing, or whether you are giving it your fullest attention.

113. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): I think you're going to have a generation of children growing up with unconscious parents because I recognize this with myself. I've been guilty of it. Since the BlackBerrys.
114. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes
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115. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): If you're riding in a car with friends or you're any place with friends, everybody, instead of talking now, everybody's on their BlackBerrys to see who else is calling.
116. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes, I've been wondering what they are doing when they go like that.
117. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Oh, this is where everybody's writing everybody. You're—instead of talking to the people who are there with you, you're writing to the people who are not there to see what they have to say. That's what everybody's doing.
118. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Oh yes.
119. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And many times, people are now on their cell phones or they're on their BlackBerrys, and their kids are coming into the room, and nobody even looks up.
120. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): And you're not experiencing reality that is around you. You're not experiencing the fullness of life around you.
121. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That is correct.
122. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): It's just mental abstraction. You're not even communicating truly with the person that you're sending the message to because the communication is two or three times removed. You're just sending little ciphers to them.
123. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
124. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Okay. Well, we're going to get into the three modalities of awakening where you say that unless you are at any given time having acceptance, enjoyment or enthusiasm for whatever you're doing, you should stop doing it. Because if you're not accepting the moment, enjoying the moment or having enthusiasm for the moment, then you are in one way or another causing suffering.
125. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes, it's a dysfunctional—your inner dysfunctional state. You're not aligned with the present moment, you're not aligned with yourself, you're not aligned with life. Completely dysfunctional, and then you generate psychic disharmony around you, you make yourself unhappy. Already you're unhappy when you're—
127. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right, cause you can't accept the present moment.

128. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And the unhappiness spreads because when you're unhappy, others around you, you make them unhappy too. It spreads like a disease.

129. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Well, I think, you know, as we here are already in Chapter 10, one of the biggest issues that I've heard so many people talk about, and last week a friend of mine started e-mailing me saying that how, you know, that she was following the classes and that it's very easy to have this resonate with you, but then when you have to go out into the world and actually deal with people, then it starts to get difficult. And that friend is Skyping us today who is an actress, who played my daughter in the movie Beloved.

130. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Oh.


132. KIMBERLY ELISE: Hi.

133. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Hi. Who's been reading the book? Kimberly's been reading the book and following the webcasts. And we were, I was trying to e-mail back and forth explaining this in e-mail and as Eckhart says, e-mails are, you know, not a full form of communication when you're trying to express these ideas. So go at it, Kimberly.

134. KIMBERLY ELISE: Okay. So yes, as I was telling Oprah, it's been really exciting and enlightening to discuss in theory all the different concepts and ideas in the book. And it's been attainable here in this loving cocoon which I live in and my book club members live in. But once you go out into the real world and have real-life situations, you're presented with challenges because not everybody's read the book; not everybody's on this journey; not everybody is striving to evolve or have awareness. A simple example, one of the book club members works for a very egotistical boss and is very sort of pushed and has unrealistic demands put upon her, and she's managed to sort of pull herself above it, become witness to the ego she's dealing with and the ego within herself. And, as a consequence, she's been perceived as sort of lax and dispassionate and disengaged in everything that's going around because everybody else is so in the drama, and she feels her job could be at stake because she's being viewed this way. That's just an example. So, my question is, if we're in the process of evolving our state of consciousness, moving away from our egos and getting closer to our true selves, how do we manage, how, how, how do we manage to maintain this level of elevation when you're forced in the real world to live and work with people who come from a strictly egotistical place and don't understand this awareness level and really can perceive you as being weak?

135. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Good.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Good questions. Good.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Now, let's see what Eckhart has to say.

KIMBERLY ELISE: Okay.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So you—we are gradually learning to live from a different state of consciousness. Now, you cannot expect to be necessarily to be a master when you meet difficult people and already to be fully in that state of presence. It's a gradual process where you bring presence into your life. And as you invite presence into your life, and at first don't even—don't even practice with the difficult boss, leave him alone for a while, first you invite presence into your life with small things. When you're at home, one little movement, making tea, making—opening the curtains as you get up, looking out of the window without any judgment. Just perceiving the light, the clouds. Bring, as much as possible, presence into your life in simple situations. When you get into your car, you get in, close the door. Be quiet for 20 seconds, 30 seconds. Feel the inner body. Many opportunities are there. Whenever you're waiting, I talk about that in both books, I believe, whenever you're waiting for something or someone, drop the waiting and be present, be fully there, fully alert, fully accepting of that moment rather than wanting some other moment. And, gradually, you grow in presence power; a presence power grows in you. And when—as presence power grows in you, you can begin to apply it to slightly challenging situations which normally would have triggered, for example, some slight irritation. And there you can observe, "Oh, there's the old reaction" as you're waiting in line at the supermarket. And you can see the irritation with the cashier or whoever is there ahead of you. You can immediately be aware of that and see, well, what's—it has no useful function. "It does nothing except make me unhappy." You can then let go of it and be clear and free and present at that moment.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. I think too, Kim, that one of the things that we all want when you read this and you feel so great, it's like sort of being, you know, when you feel so enthusiastic and you want everybody to get it as you get it, it's like developing spiritual muscle.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): It's like developing spiritual muscle. You can't go out and lift, you know, the 50-pound weight unless you've also lifted the 25-pound weight and the 10-pound weight. And so you have to start developing the muscle with things that you are more comfortable with, and once you've developed a strong enough muscle, the bosses become—the unruly bosses become easier to handle. In the beginning, you just can't say, "I'm going to go out, I'm going to apply this principle and expect it to work" because you have to have the inner strength in which to deal with it. And also it comes from a greater
awareness, I think, having had unruly bosses in my early years. It comes from a
greater awareness of what your real purpose in life is. I remember being in
Baltimore in the early days of my career, having a boss who was a complete jerk,
who was just a complete jerk. I would like to use another word for it, but I'll just
leave it—

144. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Of course, that's not his true self, but that's all just heavy
overlay.

145. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Okay. Having a boss whose true self was love
and innocence and had a wonderful presence, but he—

146. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Heavy overlay.

147. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Heavy overlay was the ego self that he showed
daily was a complete jerk. Something inside me knew I wasn't going to be there
forever.

148. KIMBERLY ELISE: Ah.

149. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): I knew that I could tolerate it, I could deal with
it, I could handle it, I could, you know, my place in it was not—I knew he
ultimately had no power over me, that I needed to do what was necessary for this
particular time in my life. But inside myself I knew. Trouble don't last always.
And I will not, this is not going to be the course of my life.

150. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): This too will pass.

151. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): This too will pass. I knew that this too will
pass. And so I could go into the space every day doing what needed to be done, as
perhaps maybe your friend needs to do. Doing what needs to be done and could
do the thing that everybody else couldn't understand. I could offer, give that
person what they thought they needed. I could give them—I could create the
space for them to be an even—to show themselves to be whoever their ego at that
particular time, you know, wanted to be. You see what I'm saying?

152. KIMBERLY ELISE: I do. I do. So as you're at that higher level of awareness,
you're able to look at a situation and see it as just a situation, but not your entire
life, your entire future.

153. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Not my entire—not your entire life because
that person, ultimately, I knew, "I'm going to be here for a time. I need to learn
this much here, and then I'm going to be gone.

154. KIMBERLY ELISE: And do you believe that there are just some people in
this lifetime who will not get to this level of awareness? And that you just really
have to focus on yourself. And—

155. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Yeah, but that's what I said to you. That's what
I was saying to you in the e-mail. That's not your job to worry about what other
people are going to do. Your only role is to concern yourself with yourself. Isn't
that true?

156. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, oh, yes, yes, yes.
158.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So, in one thing, as we said, and Oprah called it "spiritual muscle," and I called it "growing in presence power," it's the same thing, so presence builds up gradually.
159.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
160.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): In the meantime, you can still practice even in difficult situations. It might sometimes work even if the spiritual muscle is not yet highly developed. If you can remember just the little pointer, the little phrase, "Am I able to accept this moment as it is?" And if moment comes in the form of this obnoxious person, then the question is, "Can I accept this obnoxious person at this moment?"
161.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): "Can I accept this obnoxious person at this moment?"
162.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Because whatever arises in the present moment, "Can I be the space for this?"
163.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. And if you're able to remove your ego from it, if you're able to take your ego out of it, then it becomes just what it is.
164.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.
165.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): What you were saying, Kim, it becomes just another situation. If you can take your ego out of it, or your friend take the ego out of it, so it's not personal.
166.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): No
167.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): It's not personal at all.
168.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): No.
170.KIMBERLY ELISE: So we can really take these opportunities that are so challenging as little gifts and opportunities to grow ourselves.
171.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Not only that, it is the true—that is the spiritual path. You know, we had talked at a previous class about how everybody has their cross to bear, and the truth is that when you confront an obnoxious boss or in difficult situations, therein lies your opportunity to build the spiritual muscle.
172.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
173.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): To build, or create, or allow presence to come through in a way that you get to show who you are instead of being worried about what the other person is doing.
174.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
175. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.
176. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So difficult people or ego-controlled people have a very important spiritual function in this world. Eventually, they will become so unhappy that will also go beyond that. But in the meantime, they are there for—as practice material for others.

177. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right. Because if everything was wonderful all the time, you would have no practice, no way to practice.
178. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): There would be no growth.
179. KIMBERLY ELISE: That's a good way to look at it.
180. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Hey, I love your house, Kim; I hadn't seen your new house. How nice.
181. KIMBERLY ELISE: No, I know you haven't. See my dog?
182. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Oh, my gosh, you have a dog and a fireplace. Very cool.
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183. KIMBERLY ELISE: Yeah.
184. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Very cool, BG. Talk to you soon.
185. KIMBERLY ELISE: Bye.
186. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Bye-bye.
188. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
189. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Now, notice when I was calling my former boss a jerk, and you said, "That's not who he is." Do you never encounter obnoxious people in your life?

190. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Oh, no, you do, I encounter obnoxious people. It's a question of looking—
191. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Do you have only love for them?
192. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Not necessarily, no, no.

193. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay, good. Okay. But it's a question of what did you say?

194. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Of whether one is able to look through this overlay of ego or heavy pain-body, which can be very strong, whether you're able to go through that, and it's very hard to describe this process. When you are not judging the
person mentally, not calling him or her anything, you still know that this person is obnoxious, you know that.

196. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): You know still know that this person is controlled by the ego. You know it.
197. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
198. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Even without formulating a concept in your mind.

199. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.
200. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And so—but you also know that beyond there there's a being.
201. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
202. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): That is pure and innocent and as close to God as anybody.
203. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): As anybody. Okay.
204. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So is it possible to look through the ego in others?
205. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah, but, Eckhart, you still don't have to want to deal with that person.

206. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): No. You may want to remove yourself.
207. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
208. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And if you—if that is possible, then that often is the best thing to do.

209. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right. Because you can still say, "I can bless you in your beingness."
210. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, and—
211. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): "But what you're showing me now is not what I want to deal with."

212. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): No. Or you can walk out of a job if it's insane.
213. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
214. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): The environment is insane and the more present you are, the more certain you will be.

215. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): About what to do.
216. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Of what to do.
217. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Absolutely.
218. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): But the—and we talked about this in one of the sessions, the realization of what you have to do comes from a powerful but peaceful place if you are present.

219. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes, that's right.

220. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So when you're walking out of the office, you're not walking out in anger when it comes through presence. You're walking out, you're peaceful with everyone and say, "That's it; I'm walking out of here."

221. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's it.

222. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): There's power but no negativity.

223. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right, I got that. I got that.

224. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And so that's beautiful when that happens.

225. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): When to say, "I have had enough."

226. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

227. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): "I have had enough." And that comes from your inner purpose.

228. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

229. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): As opposed to your outer.

230. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

231. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.

232. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Now, there may be other situations when you're forced, for some reason you are forced into—now, an extreme example is that you're in an elevator and the elevator gets stuck.

233. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

234. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And there you are with an obnoxious person for one hour in the elevator or some people are stuck with somebody for some reason, they can't go, leave the situation, you may be in the presence of—

235. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Or lots of people learn they have to keep jobs.

236. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.

237. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Where they are dealing with bosses who are obnoxious.

238. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): That's right.

239. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah, as we just heard Kimberly say.

240. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

241. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): You have to keep a job; you have to earn a living for yourself and your family.
242. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, and there's a question of accepting that this is where this person is at without getting into reactivity.
243. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And resisting it.
244. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Resisting it.
245. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
246. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yeah.
247. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): I did it the right way.
248. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
249. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Because I was in that situation for quite a long time.
250. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
251. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And literally would—just accepted it. And I would have friends say, "How can you put up with that? How can you tolerate that?" Because I know this too shall pass. Trouble doesn't last always. I won't be here forever.
252. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Intuitively you did that.
253. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Intuitively I knew that I wasn't going to be there forever.
254. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. I remember the same reading your friend Maria Shriver wrote a book, and she describes her early, some of her early bosses—dreadful.
255. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes, yes.
256. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): But somehow she was able to just say, "That's how it is." She also knew she going to be there for the rest of her life.
257. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Wasn't going to be there forever.
258. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): But for the time being, she kind of (inaudible) accepted—
259. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): This is what I need to do.
260. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And yes.
261. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right. Kippy is an American who teaches gifted students at an elementary school on a U.S. Air Force base outside Tokyo, Japan, and she's Skyping us from her home office with a reading group she started after hearing about our Web classes. Is it—how do you say hello in Japanese? Is it konichiwa?
262. GROUP: Konichiwa.
263. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Konichiwa
264. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE):
Konichiwa.
265. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Konichiwa. And the same to you.

266. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Moshi moshi.

267. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Moshi moshi.

268. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Only on the telephone.

269. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Hi. Kippy, let's start with you. What is your
question?

270. KIPPY: Okay. Eckhart, on page 301, you wrote, "Enthusiasm means there's a
deep enjoyment at what you do, plus the added element of a goal or vision that
you work toward." My question is, is how can we have goals or visions if we are
to always remain in the present?

271. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Good question.

272. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

273. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Good question.

274. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

275. KIPPY: Thank you.

276. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): So the goal or vision when it's inside you as if it were already
a reality and in fact on some level it is a reality inside you already. So a goal that
is powerful when you are in touch with your own power is not a goal that you
project yourself mentally to and say, "I would like to achieve this or that at some
future point, I need that, I want that to complete myself." You're reaching out
toward that goal; you're losing yourself; you're not present. But if you are—if you
realize that whatever vision you hold is already a reality inside you, I give an
example now in The Power of Now, before I ever wrote the book, I had this
vision of that book was already on some level already there, had already been
written. And so I felt all I'm doing is I'm externalizing what's already there. I had
this strong inner feeling that the book already exists inside me. I saw it as a reality
already. I didn't try to achieve writing a book. The book was already there, and all
then I had to do was be open to this energy movement coming from within, to
manifest what was already there on a deeper level. And that's why Jesus said
whenever you asked for anything, "Believe that you already have received it, and
it will be yours." So if you believe that you already have received it, it means it
must be—already be a reality inside yourself so you're not coming from lack or
scarcity or neediness because then you are not, there's no power behind your
vision or your goal. You're already coming from fullness. So the goal is already a
reality inside. You already feel as if you had it.

277. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

278. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE’S PURPOSE): It's already a reality and what you feel about it is the fullness that is already there in the present moment. And then you don't lose yourself, then you are fully there as you begin to respond to this inner impulse, you manifest it in your life in the present moment. So it's not a future thing really. A powerful goal when you visualize, a powerful goal—you're not visualizing in order to achieve something in the future, you're visualizing in order to bring something out that's already inside you.

279.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Wow. That's powerful, but I can understand why a lot of people would be confused by it because then how do you ever achieve anything in the future? Isn't that what you're saying too, Kippy?

280.KIPPY: Right. Right.

281.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): How do you ever achieve anything in the future? Say, I want to be an actress. There are a lot of people I know at the Bodhi Tree who we're going to, you know, talk to later. A lot of people at the Bodhi Tree who, you know, have day jobs, but what they really want—I want to be an actress. That’s a future goal, I want to be an actor or actress, or I want to get a job working for, you know, a major corporation.

282.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

283.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): How do you, you know, how can you not hold that as a vision for yourself?

284.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): You can. But what you're visualizing is not yourself in some future state, the power that is there inside you that will manifest externally in time and in the future is already there. Get in touch with the power. What would it feel like if you were an actress already successful? What does that feel like inside you? And where does the power come from with which you can make a difference in people's lives when you are doing something like that? Where does the power reside?

285.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah, because you say, instead of saying "I want to be a great actress" is "How do I use this talent to manifest in such a way that causes people to feel a certain way?"

286.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes
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287.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.

288.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So it's already a reality inside you, and then you can take steps toward implementing that. But it comes from fullness rather than neediness. The mistake is not finding the place of power that is in the present moment, and believing that something else that is not in the present moment is going to bring you to the place of power.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): It won't.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay. I just got it, Kippy. I just got it. What, what—I just go it. What he's saying is, is that whatever goal that you have or vision that you have must come from the place of being or consciousness. And if it comes from a place of being or consciousness and not as an external goal that you have for yourself, I think I'm getting it right, right? If it comes from being or consciousness, then it comes through you out into the world instead of you reaching out into the world saying, "This is what I want for myself." And so all things—and I can use the example of myself. I have always wanted to do exactly what I'm doing here with all of you tonight. I've always felt that deep inside me this is what I was meant to do. I was meant to be a teacher, I was meant to use television as a platform for helping people to better know themselves. And when—and knowing that, knowing that deep inside myself is what has helped bring this into fruition this way, instead of saying, you know, "One day I want to have a webcast and have a million people on the webcast." Yeah.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): You see what I'm saying?

KIPPY: I do, yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That it comes from the inner part of you. There's a feeling that comes from the consciousness part of yourself, the being of yourself that says, "This is what I now need to do." And that's why you were saying it doesn't matter what you do.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): No.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): It's how you do what you do. And it doesn't matter what you do, everything that you do has to be fueled by consciousness or the spirit of God, which is another way of saying it, by consciousness or the spirit of God, otherwise, it has no real meaning in your life.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. And the place of power is in the present moment. That's a vital thing is you can only touch that power in the present moment.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So if you're not—

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And so you said last week it's about this step, the step today that it takes to get to the next step, then the next step, and the next step, and the next step.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): You don't get there by thinking, let me, you know.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): If you think, you're not doing it.
LIFE'S PURPOSE): No. And even if you're doing something at the moment that
doesn't seem to be part of your vision.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Your vision.
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Let's say you're working in a restaurant but your vision is
being a great artist.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE):
Manifest, yeah. You still need to honor whatever it is that you're doing at this
to honor whatever it is that you're doing at this
to honor whatever it is that you're doing at this
moment fully and completely.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE):
Because it may, some way it may arise out of that. That may also be part of it.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right. Because every step leads you to
the direction. It's the means and not the end that counts.
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): It's the means and not the end.
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, excellent.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): You follow that, right, Kip?
KIPPY: I do, thank you.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Anybody else want to say anything there? Hi,
ladies.
GROUP: Hi, Oprah.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): What time is it in Tokyo right now? Is it
another day already?
KIPPY: It's already, yes. We are living on Tuesday.
FEMALE: 10, yeah.
KIPPY: Tuesday morning.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Oh, Tuesday.
KIPPY: 10:45.
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Well, so in Tokyo it's tomorrow, it's not the now.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): So, does Tokyo—
KIPPY: Yes (inaudible).
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Eckhart made a funny.
KIPPY: And you'll have beautiful weather tomorrow.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Oh, okay. Tokyo, it's tomorrow, it's not now.
All right. Thank you guys so much.

GROUP: Thank you.
332. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Thank you.

333. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Wow, that's interesting because everything always come back to that same point of whatever sense of presence, or being, Holy Spirit, spirit of God, whatever you choose to call it, name—because "it" doesn't have an ego so it doesn't get hung up on what it's being called—that when you bring that into your life, it fuels everything that you do. And as you said last week, the evolutionary impulse of the universe rises up to meet you.

334. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes, yes. And so the question to ask yourself, it's a very simple question, "Am I okay with the present moment?" You need to be deeply okay with the present moment to find the power of the present moment, which is your own power or the power of the universe or the power of God. "Am I okay?" If you're not okay with the present moment, let's say you work in a restaurant, while you're working in a restaurant, you would rather be somewhere else, you're not empowered. You're only empowered that even while you're working in the restaurant, and for some people that's their life purpose to work in a restaurant and to spread that presence through whatever they do, people they meet there, and that's beautiful.

335. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes. And what you're saying in this book is is that whatever you do, wherever you do, whatever you do can have deep meaning and purpose to it, and for the rest of the world if you bring your presence to it.

336. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes, yes.

337. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. And we all have encountered that, the difference between people whether it's a waiter or the toll booth operator or, you know.

338. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes. In all this.

339. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): In every one of our life circumstances. Okay, Elzbieta is joining us from Poland. Did I pronounce your name correctly tonight?


341. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Elzbieta. Where she's been downloading all of the webcasts. Hello? Is it (inaudible)? Hello?

342. ELZBIETA: Can you hear me

343. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes. Yes, I can.

344. ELZBIETA: Oh fantastic. I want to thank you both for this extraordinary webcast, the greatest book club I've ever seen.

345. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Well, thank you. What's your question?

346. ELZBIETA: I'd like to ask Eckhart to comment on a certain quote from a
philosopher Alan Watts, if I may.

347. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, please, go ahead.
348. ELZBIETA: Later I will also have a question, if possible.
349. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Go ahead, okay, go ahead.
350. ELZBIETA: There's a second pause, that's why it's a little strange. So the quote is from the book On the Taboo Against Knowing Who You Are. "The most strongly enforced of all known taboos is the taboo against knowing who or what you really are behind the mask of your apparently separate, independent, and isolated ego." Could you please comment on that?

351. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Well, the taboo is not a taboo that's—it's not called a taboo, but our civilization is ignorant of that dimension, and our civilization, to a large extent, is still run by the ego. And the ego does not want to know about the deeper dimension of spirit; it feels threatened by that. The ego likes, perhaps to have an ideology and call that spiritual, it has a rigid belief system and says that is spiritual and identifies with that and calls other people "enemies" or "evil" who don't agree with that belief system. But—so the ego feels threatened by the spiritual dimension within the human being. And it will do unconsciously anything to sabotage the arising of the spiritual dimension in our culture, in civilization, or in human beings. And so you see these are unconscious reactions. Some people say that what we're doing is evil. These are unconscious reactions, again, by the ego to protect itself.

352. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Wow. You mean some people say what we're doing here is evil.
353. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
354. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.
355. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): But the—I don't know how it is possible because bringing people to greater presence and peaceful way to live, how that can be evil, I don't know, but somehow they work it out in their minds—
356. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. That this is evil.
357. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yeah.
358. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.
359. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And so this is—it's an unspoken taboo. There are no laws against spirituality but the taboo is unspoken. It's underneath the surface of things and the taboo has been created by the egoic civilizations that we inhabit.
360. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Thank you.
361. ELZBIETA: Yes, that's very clear to me too, but I think that even though I don't know what's—wrote, I don't know, 30, 40 years ago, it still rings true,
unfortunately. So my question actually is for those who misinterpret your teachings, could you clarify, **do you consider your teachings to be a religion?**

362.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Certainly not. **It's not a religion, it is spiritual, which means this teaching—the truth of it can be applied within any religion or within no religion.** The teaching is in essence spiritual, it's not based on belief systems, it's not based on thoughts, it's based on becoming present and still, and whether you are Muslim, or Christian, or Buddhist, or—

363.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Atheist.

364.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Atheist, it can be applied in your life. The transformation of consciousness does not depend on your belief system. But it is possible, of course, if you have a rigid belief system, it can stop you from—the belief system can sabotage a transformation. But it does not depend—the transformation does not depend on whatever belief system you have. Certain belief systems are so rigid that they represent a barrier.

365.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): What do you say to those people though? I mean, I think that was one of the questions that somebody has tonight about other people who think that what you have written and what we have done here in communicating with people around the world about what you've written is evil. What do you say to that?

366.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Well, probably most of them have never looked at the book.

367.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

368.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): And many of them probably have never listened in to the webcast.

369.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right. Right.

370.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): So, because if they truly read a few pages in the book, they would see that there's absolutely nothing that would be interpreted as evil.

371.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): As evil. As evil. Thank you, Elzbieta, thank you so much.

372.ELZBIETA: I agree absolutely. Oprah, can I also share an aha! moment?

373.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Sure, please. Show an aha! Share an aha!, yeah.

374.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes, please.

375.ELZBIETA: That would go back to the first chapter on page 12 where Eckhart writes about, "Fear, greed, or the desire for power are not the dysfunction but are created by the dysfunction, which is a deep-seated collective delusion that lies within the mind of each human being," end of quote. I think that this is, well, there's lots of great stuff in the book and there's an aha! almost on every page, but this one is very important I think because it seems to me, seeing through the delusion can only, when we can see through the delusion can we be really free of
fear, greed, and desire for power, which we all share I'm afraid.

376. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Thank you, Elzbieta, thank you for sharing that all the way from Poland tonight. Thank you so much.

377. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Thank you. Thank you very much.

378. ELZBIETA: Thank you so much.

379. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Thank you.

380. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Thank you. Beth from Green Bay, Wisconsin, sent in an e-mail that caught my attention a few weeks back. I thought it would be great to Skype with her for this last chapter. Hi, Beth.

381. BETH: Hi, Oprah.

382. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Hi.

383. BETH: Hi, Eckhart.

384. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Hi.

385. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Why don't you read us your e-mail?

386. BETH: Very rarely do I get angry at anyone else anymore. Mostly it's my kids, but that's just part of their growing up. I'm able to see that why they're doing what they're doing.

387. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): You have global anger.

388. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): That's a good word.

389. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): That's a good word for it.

390. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Many people have that.

391. OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): But I was going to say you're going to be angry for a very long time if you're going to carry that around, but go ahead.

392. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So have you already dropped anger on a personal level in your own life, being angry at people around you that you experience personally?

393. BETH: Very rarely do I get angry at anyone else anymore. Mostly it's my kids, but that's just part of their growing up. I'm able to see that why they're doing what they're doing.

394. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

395. BETH: And have some compassion for them. It's just on a larger scale.

396. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Ah, okay, yes, compassion there's an important word. I also noticed in your question you used the word "condone," which perhaps may be synonymous in your mind with acceptance. Condone means to say it's okay to behave in such a way, and this is not what acceptance is about. Acceptance is to see, to simply see what is and to say, "This is what is right now. This is how these humans behave; this is what they're doing right now. This is what is." And no matter what you think or what—how will you judge that, you cannot argue with the fact that this is what is. And that's all acceptance is. It doesn't mean, "It's okay. I condone it. There's nothing wrong with it." It's to come to an inner acceptance of the is-ness of life right now. And then you can look and then you can see once you come to an acceptance of what is, you also see that yes, it is mad. You can see it is mad. You can come to a place of compassion when you see that all these people are unconscious; they don't know what they are doing. And then you can see evil. I mean, there's vast amounts of evil still happening on the planet which means suffering that humans inflicting on other humans, on other life forms, on the planet itself, on nature. All that you can see as manifestations of ignorance; spiritual ignorance, unconsciousness, ego, collective ego. And so once you see that, you can come to a place of compassion for those people who are still controlled by ego and who are acting unconsciously.

397.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And also doesn't it come to that phrase about accepting the things you cannot change, changing the things you can, and having the wisdom to know the difference? And the truth of everything that we've been saying in these past two weeks, Beth, for you and everyone else, is that you begin to change the world by first changing yourself. And so the anger—all of us are putting energy into the world. All of us are putting energy out into the world, and you raise the level of consciousness when you bring consciousness and presence to whatever it is you do. That's how you begin to change the world. In your home, right now—what room are you in right now?

498.BETH: This is the spare bedroom. We call it the home office.

399.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay, in your home office with your children and your actions every day, being less angry in your personal life really helps defuse it in the rest of the world.

400.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

401.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And people don't see that as a big deal, but if everybody did that, it would be diminished.

402.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. You're connected on an unseen level with all other humans

403.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right.

404.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And whatever energy you put out contributes to that particular vibration in the collective energy field of humanity.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Correct.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): So if you're putting out anger, then that connects with all the collective anger that is floating around on the planet, which is vast. It connects and feeds the collective anger.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes. And so isn't each of us—isn't it for each of us, we're asked to do that which we can do. I mean I feel this every time I go to Africa that it's really easy to get overwhelmed by all of the massive problems, you know, encountered in that country. You can get easily overwhelmed, and so the thing to do is to focus on that which you can change, that which you can have some impact on, and do that as well as you can.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): One little thing perhaps, one thing that might seem insignificant, and you can make a change there.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): But everything is significant depending on what presence you bring to it.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): That's right, yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Beth, I hear you've made some big changes since reading A New Earth, tell us about them.

BETH: Oh yes. Actually, I picked up A New Earth after my grandmother passed away in January. But some things have been happening along the line that I didn't really understand what was going on. I left a job that wasn't that good for me in November, I was able to spend more time with my grandmother, and we both prepared ourselves for her passing. I quit smoking. I started running. I eat healthy foods. It's—I'm not even sure who I am anymore.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And that's a good thing.

BETH: Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's a good thing. But I think the key word here is what Eckhart had said earlier; accepting what is going on in the world isn't the same thing as condoning it. Because there are a lot of terrible things going on in the world.

BETH: No, I know. And I don't know if it's because I've been a mom for so long, it's just I want to put myself maybe as a shield in front of some of these people to offer them some protection. And I don't know if that's my own ego, but it doesn't feel like it's my ego. It's like, you know, "You people don't deserve this. You deserve to have a better life. You're 13, 14 years old. It's not time for you to have a baby."

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Are you talking about the polygamist story on
the news?
420. BETH: Yeah, yeah.
421. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. Okay. That's none of your business right now. What's your business is what's going on in your house right now, Beth.

422. BETH: Yeah, and I'm happy to hear Eckhart says that grandmothers are going to be respected because I'm going to be a grandmother in July.
423. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Well, I don't know if they'll be respected by July, but we are working on it. We're working on it, okay. Thanks for that e-mail. Thank so much.
424. BETH: Thank you.
425. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay.
426. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
427. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): I think we've got some work to do if we're going get—
428. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Maybe just—

429. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): If we're going to get old age respected by July, we got to bet busy. We got to sell some more books. Thanks, Beth. We have a caller from France on the line. Michele lives in Paris, has a question.

430. MICHELE: Yes, hello, Oprah and Eckhart.

431. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Hello. Is it bonjour, bonsoir?
432. MICHELE: I actually have a million questions, but I'm only going to ask one.
433. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay.
434. MICHELE: One that's actually troubled me for a long time and I think I can sum it up with a quote from the Bible. "It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of heaven."
And for me, I see the rich man as someone who is full of ego and full of mind which can never enter into consciousness. And this relates to me and to my question because I have a very strong and active mind. And it's my greatest asset, perhaps, but it's also my Achilles heel. And when I can reach a place of stillness or awakening, my mind wants to participate. It wants to own the experience. And, at some point, it always succeeds in bringing form to the experience, turning it into a concept, trying to understand it, trying to link it with past experiences. And so you think about this space between ego and awareness, and I need to develop that space, I need to be able to step further back from my mind. And it's very difficult because the mind's also very cunning and it deceives me even into believing that I'm actually in that space. What can I do, how can I work on this dilemma?

435. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Well, the mind cannot recognize that space. It doesn't know anything about it; it's completely meaningless to the mind. From what you're saying, I can see you already are able to enter that space. For how long it doesn't
matter, but you are already able to have that inner space of stillness inside you, and your mind is almost denying that experience, certainly resisting it. So, first of all, the recognition that the most important thing, which is the initial disidentification from the process of thinking, has already happened inside you. That first disidentification from thinking and encountering that dimension of presence or stillness inside yourself—that has already happened. Now, the mind is not happy with it. It doesn't want to go there, or it judges it in some way, or the mind says, "Oh, I,"—wants to interpret it in some way, all you need to be there is rather than fighting the mind or your thought processes, to recognize thoughts that arise as thoughts. And it's from the place of stillness or spaciousness inside you that can recognize when thoughts come and say this or that about stillness or whatever you should be doing something else or whatever they say. You recognize these as just another thought and another thought. And it's from the place of stillness or spaciousness inside you that can recognize these as just another thought and another thought. And you recognize this as just another thought and another thought. And when you recognize a thought as a thought, it does no longer—it no longer has this power to pull your attention in completely.

436. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

437. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: A WAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And so the important thing is not the fact that your mind is highly developed—that can be quite useful at some point when you're not identified with it. You can use your highly developed mind in the service of awareness, in the service of spirit, and that's fine. But in the meantime, it's not being drawn into every thought that arises or even fighting a thought and saying, "Go away, I want to be still." That doesn't work either. You recognize—

438. MICHELE: Seeing it as a threat, I'm giving it power.

439. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: A WAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes. You recognize the mind as mind. You recognize thinking as thinking. So, you can then choose to be present when you're walking out in nature, for example, or when you're sitting alone in your room. You choose to be present, and then you will notice the mind will occasionally try to come in and do or say something about it or something totally different that says, "You should be thinking about something else that's more important than this." And then you can recognize these thoughts as just another thought that arises. You can even say to yourself, "Oh, there's another thought." And then you get still again. Another thought comes, "Oh, there comes another—" Not to give every thought that arises this importance so that it draws you in because the mind wants to do that; it wants all your attention because it's had all your attention for such a long time. So it's a habit pattern of the mind, it wants to draw in your attention and all you do is you take your attention out of the mind. So that's the—really is the process. Thoughts is—the mind is not the enemy. You would never win that fight against the mind if you made the mind into an enemy. The mind is like a little restless child, you could say, or a restless puppy that goes about and then you say, "Oh, it's just—it's nothing, it's not a big deal."

440. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. And as we all get, you know, build our
spiritual muscle here, we become more and more conscious of our consciousness. And recognize when the thoughts are just playing in your mind, and I'm sure that's started to happen to you already, Michele. You just said, "Oh, there's a thought, there's another one, there's another thought." I mean, I would have to say over the 10 weeks that we've been doing this course, I've become really, really more skilled at "I will think about that later." Sort of like Scarlett O'Hara. I won't think about that now, I'll think about that later, because this is now, I want to be present with whatever's going on this moment, so I'll deal with that at a later time when I choose to set aside time for thinking about that particular thing instead of just letting my thoughts rule everything all the time.

441.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.

442.MICHELE: Exactly. I've been putting much too much effort into keeping my thoughts at bay.

443.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes.

444.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Right, right.

445.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah, just say—

446.MICHELE: Looking at them for what they are then.

447.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Just look at it and go, "There's another thought. There it is again." And then the effort should be in keeping yourself in the moment, where to be. You know, my mantra is, "Be here, be now. Be here, be now. Be here; be now with whatever is going on."

448.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes, that's good, yes.

449.MICHELE: Absolutely, yeah.

450.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Be here, be now.

451.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

452.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Thank you so much.

453.MICHELE: Wonderful, wonderful.

454.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Thanks, Michele.

455.MICHELE: Thank you so much.

456.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes.

457.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Thank you.

458.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Bonsoir.

459.MICHELE: Thank you. Bonsoir.

460.ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Bonsoir.

461.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Bonsoir.

462.MICHELE: Bonsoir.

463.OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): All right. Let's talk about you say that "The alignment of your outer purpose with your inner purpose" is which we what we
talked about last week, "the inner purpose must fuel the outer purpose. Otherwise, ultimately, it's not going to work for us. But the alignment of our outer purpose with the inner purpose is called awakened doing, and that awakened doing is the next stage in the evolution of consciousness on our planet. There are three modalities of awakened doing: acceptance, enjoyment and enthusiasm." On page 295 you write, "Each modality represents a certain vibrational frequency of consciousness. You need to be vigilant to make sure one of them operates whenever you are engaged in doing anything at all"—this is key, folks—"from the most simple task to the most complex. If you are not in a state of either acceptance, enjoyment, or enthusiasm, look closely and you will find that you are creating suffering for yourself and others." So let's explain each one of them. You touched on it a little bit earlier when you were talking to Kippy, I think, about acceptance does not—no, that was Beth. That acceptance does not mean condonement, it means, "I accept this moment for what it is."

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. And so when you are doing something, you'll be amazed if you become aware of this and observe people around you, how many people are constantly in a state of disharmony because they cannot be in either acceptance, enjoyment or enthusiasm about what they are doing.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): You use the example in the book of changing a flat tire. Now, you don't have to enjoy changing the flat tire, you would have reached another level of consciousness where you can enjoy changing it.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Which I'm sure you could. You maybe could change it with enthusiasm.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): I'll let you know when it happens.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay. But so you don't have to enjoy changing the flat tire, but at least you accept the tire is flat. You will have a much better experience rather than cursing the fact that you'd had a flat tire, which is what most people do.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): The first time you get the flat tire, everybody goes, "Damn, flat tire."

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): "I can't believe it."

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And even more so if it's at night in the pouring rain and it's cold.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right. It's never convenient.
LIFE'S PURPOSE): No.
477. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.
478. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So the question then is you have to check inside to see what is the inner, your inner state of consciousness that you're bringing to this action, to whatever you're doing. What is this inner state of consciousness? "Am I—what state am I in?" And then, often you will realize that you are in a state of denial of the present moment.

479. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay. So you said, acceptance, you just said this to Beth, is just saying what is is.
480. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Is. And if this is what I have to do at this moment, then I might as well do it without resistance.
481. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And that is the same as if it's a flat tire or if it is as my friend Kimberly was saying earlier with the girl and her boss.
482. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
483. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): "My boss is obnoxious."
484. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
485. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That is what is.
486. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
487. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): "I'm not going to change that so let me figure out how to deal with that."
488. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
489. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.
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490. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And the acceptance really needs to be applied only to the present moment. If the boss is there sitting there saying whatever he says.

491. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
492. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): "At this moment am I able to accept this? Am I bringing acceptance to this?"
493. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right.
494. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Now, here we're talking more specifically about when you're performing some kind of action.
495. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.
496. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR
LIFE'S PURPOSE): And what is the question? What's energy flows into the doing?

497. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right. That's the question.

498. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Is it the energy of denial or negativity? And once you have developed a little bit of sensitivity, you can very easily tell by observing other people whether the energy that flows into what they do is contaminated with negativity or whether it's presence or consciousness that flows.

499. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah, yeah.

500. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE):
Totally qualitative difference is enormous. I mentioned the waiter as an example. How does he put the plate on the table? Is he just doing a job because he wants to get out of there as soon as possible or just making a living, or is he honoring this moment? And by honoring this moment, he's honoring you; he's honoring life. And something flows into the simple movement of putting a plate on the table just as one simple example.

501. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

502. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): That changes the environment around him too.

503. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. I had this experience this weekend. I had to go somewhere and had to do something, and I was very upset with myself because I hadn't handled my schedule better. So I had to get into—fly into New York and then I—my schedule started like 8 in the morning. I was very upset that I hadn't given more time for myself because I was already exhausted. And I realized that I had to change my attitude, change the frequency. Otherwise, I was going to affect the outcome of everything I was doing that day if I couldn't have a shift in my own perception about the day. So I really literally went and sat with myself in the closet until I could shift my attitude into, "Well, I must accept the fact I didn't look out for myself, I didn't prepare better, my schedule is now overcrowded, that's the way it is. How can I move forward and make the best of it?"

504. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

505. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. Because I was making myself angrier and, you know, looking for who I could blame. Yeah.

506. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. So if you hadn't done this, the energy—

507. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): I realized I was going to ruin my whole day.

508. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, and it—

509. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And everybody I encountered was going to feel that.
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And everybody that you—everything that you would have not truly been successful because success depends on what energy flows into what you do.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And you affect everybody else also with that.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And that is why you must change the modality to—if you're not accepting, enjoying or enthusiastic, you need to stop whatever that is and work on changing your mood or don't do it.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. Either accept what you do, which is the primary thing, or don't do it. Remove yourself. Don't do it, but don't contribute negative energy or suffering to this world.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): I know. But most people are going to say, I'm sure listening, saying, "But I had to do it. I had to do it. I have a responsibility. I have to do it, but I don't want to do it.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Well, then know that at that moment it is your choice to create unhappiness for yourself and others. Once you know that that is your choice, it might change because really to generate unhappiness for yourself and by implication, for others, really requires you to be unconscious.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And probably people around me too.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay. And the reason you've come into acceptance again is because of the energy that you're bringing into it, yes.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And the next modality for awakening is enjoyment.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's a notch above acceptance.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, as different frequency.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Vibrational frequency.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Vibrational frequency.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Cause everything is about vibrational frequency.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): People are bringing energy to everything that they do

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Now, enjoyment is a higher frequency.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Some things are easier, of course, to do in the state of enjoyment. One might almost say you do them naturally in a state of enjoyment, things that you like doing.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. I love this quote, Eckhart, on 297 you say, "On the new earth, enjoyment will replace wanting as the motivating power behind people's actions."

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): When's that going to happen?

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Well, it has to—

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Not by July either, I don't think.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Well, not in the collective, but it can happen in the individual already now.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Where we do things because we enjoy them.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And not because you want more, and want more, and want more.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Because so many people have expressed throughout this class on the message boards and in other areas how you get more things and get more things and you want more things and want more things and that leaves you with an empty space.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. Filling, trying to fill your life up with things eventually you come to an empty space and you feel completely unfulfilled.


ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And so the wanting is the usual thing that comes out, out of
the egoic state of scarcity or lack, which is always there when the ego predominates. So "I need that in order to fulfill myself, in order to find satisfaction, I need to achieve this in order to be fully myself." This is the underlying assumption.

551. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right, of wanting.
552. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And that is the old energy of wanting, and so you go out, and it becomes very stressful because you're trying to arrive at that point.
553. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes.
554. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Always trying to get away from this moment because the next month promises greater fulfillment.
555. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes.
556. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE):

557. The next one never comes because when it comes it's the now again, which is a place you want to get away from. Completely insane, but normal.
558. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right. Okay. So getting to the place where you can have enjoyment from things because enjoyment does what?
559. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Enjoyment brings an enormous empowerment to what you do and it flows into what you do, and this is the beginning of creativity which comes out of that.

560. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right. "When the creative power of the universe becomes conscious of itself, it manifests joy. You don't have to wait for something 'meaningful' to come into your life so that you can finally enjoy what you do. There is more meaning in joy than you will ever need. The 'waiting to start living' syndrome is one of the most common delusions of the unconscious state."
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561. ECKHART TOLLE: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): But the joy is within you and then it flows out. It reaches everybody. Even through the cameras it can reach people and trigger joy in others.
562. OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Can you all feel my joy?
563. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): That's important because many people are trapped in that delusion. They are waiting for something to come into their lives which will finally give them joy or a sense of aliveness.
564. ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Joy does not come from what you do, it flows into what you do and thus into this world from deep within you. The misperception that joy comes from what you do is normal, and it is also dangerous, because it creates the belief that joy is something that can be derived from something else, such as an activity or thing." Don't people do things that bring them joy?
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): That’s what it looks like, but it’s the same process that we talked about a little earlier when we talked about manifesting something from within.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): The joy is there.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): It comes from the fullness of life that you already sense within you at this moment.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay, so for example, I have really enjoyed these webcasts.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): I really enjoyed doing these webcasts.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): And where does the enjoyment come from? From within you. It doesn’t come from this table, or these lights, or the cameras, or even—

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Doesn’t it come from the community of people out there? I’ve really enjoyed having all these people join us.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes, but only within them. So it’s their own joy. When they feel your joy, they feel their joy because that’s all—it’s one.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Oh, so they’re not feeling my joy?

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): No, it’s—there’s no such thing as "my joy" ultimately. It’s only "joy."

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Oh, that’s right. It’s only "our joy."

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes, you could say that.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. There’s our collective joy.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes, yes. So you see that’s the—

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay, that is exactly what I’m doing. "The misperception that joy comes from what you do is normal, and it is also dangerous, because it creates a belief that joy is something that can be derived from something else. … You then look to the world to bring you joy, happiness. But it cannot do that. That is why many people live in constant frustration. … You will only," because the world is not giving them what they think they need. "You will enjoy any activity in which you are fully present, any activity that is not just a means to an end. It isn’t the action you perform that you really enjoy, but the deep sense of aliveness that flows into it. That aliveness is one with who you are." I got that. Right.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): So I’m sure many people touch that place within as they watch this webcast. They watch you talking, they watch me talking—suddenly they feel that intense sense of aliveness within.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): But is that enjoyment the same as pleasure?

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): No. Pleasure, pleasure—

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): It's not. Because I asked that question of myself yesterday.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Pleasure comes from something without; outside of you.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So you derive pleasure from something outside of you.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And I ask that because you say, "This means that when you enjoy doing something, you're really experiencing the joy of Being in its dynamic aspect. That's why anything you enjoy doing connects you with the power behind all creation." Now see, I read that and I thought what about people who enjoy gambling or enjoy—

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): These are pleasures.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay, sex or enjoy being sadistic or enjoy harming other people.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, or enjoy things that—

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): The power of—creation isn't behind that.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): No, we sometimes call that "enjoy," but there's no true joy in it.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): It's being addicted to a pleasure, something outside that feeds the ego or the pain-body.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay. And pleasure by the definition means pleasing me.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Which would be ego.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Got it.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Got it. Okay. Let's go to our New Earth study group that has gathered every week for the past 10 weeks at Borders on Michigan. Hi, everybody in Chicago. We got a warm day in Chicago, aren't we happy?

GROUP: Yes

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): I know. I know people are out on the beach, 68 degrees.
605ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
606OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Put our shorts on, it's 68 degrees here. Thank you so much for your enthusiasm and participation. We talked to Sharon during one of our classes—I think it was around the second Web class—and Sharon's standing by now. I hear you're going to be making some big changes.
607SHARON: Yes, I am.
608OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): What? What happened?
609SHARON: Well, just like Eckhart was drawn to California to write—
610ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Power of Now.
611SHARON: The Power of Now. I went on Idealist.org and just decided to volunteer, and someone responded back to me. And it's in The Hague in Netherlands. The thing is, is I have to do it. Everything has lined up, and I'm just drawn to do this. I have student loans because I have two graduate degrees, and but yet I have all the money I need to do this. I have the support of my support system here. You know, through conversations I've had with different members of this book club, I realized, "Gosh, you know what? I really want to do this. I absolutely want to do this." And when I'm not in a space of acceptance, I get scared and I say, "This does not make sense. Why am I doing this?" I flew to Holland last week. No, two weeks ago. I've been back a week. And I interviewed with the gentleman I'm going to be working with. He is an academic. It's an NGO. And I connect with him. I love—I'm actually doing research now that I'm back, I'm going back, I got an apartment. I'm going to be there for some months, you know, maybe longer. And because I feel drawn to do this, and I feel encouraged to do this, and things have just unfolded where I can absolutely afford to do this. I was downsized.
612OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Then it's all lined up. It's all lined up.
613SHARON: Everything's lined up, and I'm shocked by that. I absolutely, when I think consciously of it, Oprah, I don't know—but whenever I go still, by the way, there was Nick at the Bodhi Tree.
614OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.
615SHARON: And I was sitting in my room in Holland crying. The entire week, I hadn't been able to use my computer because of course I used it first day and I ran out of—my battery died on me. And downstairs I troubles hooted with the—
616OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): So why were you crying over Nick? Why were you crying over Nick?
617SHARON: Because he was talking about what I was feeling.
618OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Worried about your bills?
619SHARON: And you know, "I need to be earning," I said.
620OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah, I thought that was a powerful thing that Nick said because I think everybody's touched by that. I mean, any time ever since that Nick comment two weeks ago, what Eckhart said to Nick about worrying, I haven't had a worry since. I thought, "Well, I can think about it, I can choose to do
something about it but I don't have to worry about it." I thought that was really powerful for all of us.

621SHARON: Well, absolutely.
622OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Really powerful.
623ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
624SHARON: It was powerful.
625OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): So now you're in a situation, Sharon, don't question things lining up because that is what is supposed to be happening.
626SHARON: Right, right.
627OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And that is, I will say to everybody who is listening to us today, that is what happens when you become more conscious. You get, you are aware enough to see things line up because when you move through the world unconsciously, you can't even see it line up. You are not available to be a witness to the alignment. And so as soon as you become more awakened, and the more awakened you become, the more things line up. And you end up moving—
628SHARON: But Oprah, I have to—
629OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Moving with the flow of your life.
630SHARON: Right. But here's what's exciting. Whenever, when I sit and I'm quiet.
631OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah
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632SHARON: And I just, you know, so I was crying and I was able to watch it because I was able to borrow a plug from somebody else in the hotel.
633OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That was alignment right there.
634SHARON: So it worked. Again, it lined up, so it was great. So I'm sitting on the bed, and I'm crying, I'm, like, "What am I doing with my life?" Then I'm watching Nick talk, I'm dying of laughter of course, and I'm sure they heard me in the next rooms. But I said, "Wow, this is fantastic." What's really neat is I, after it was over, I shut down the computer and I sat and I said, "Okay, let's be still. You feel kind of strange about this, you don't feel you deserve this right now." That's really what it was, and I sat for a while and I said, "Okay, let me just sit with this. If this is what I feel, will it kill me if I don't feel great right now?" After that, I stayed up all night and just smiled at the sunset, you know, the sun came up, I packed slowly. I felt joy, and I have felt joy since coming back except for driving in to— you know, to this last of our meetings because I'm going to miss everyone. And I realize also I'm letting go of something is over now for me. I'm not going to be going back into finance, I know that.
635OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.
636SHARON: And whatever—
637OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Well, I want everybody to—well, thank you so much, Sharon, for sharing, sharing Sharon.
638SHARON: I appreciate it.
639OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Thank you.
640SHARON: Thank you.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And everybody at the Borders for your commitment to this work and our Web series. Borders, give yourselves a round of applause there.

SHARON: Yay.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): All our Borders buddies.

SHARON: Oh, can I say one last thing, Oprah?

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.

SHARON: Can I say one last thing? This, by the way, this group of people, I so love them. I'm going around saying to everybody, "I love you. I love you." This has been the best group. I'm taking classes, copyright 2008 HARPO PRODUCTIONS INC Page 51 of 67 some people here teach, and I'm taking classes with them, I've spoken to other people and learned so much about not just myself, but about the world, and I feel so joined with everyone. This has been just the best experience for me. And thank you so much for it.

GROUP: Thank you, Oprah.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Thank you again. Thank you, our Borders buddies. Isn't that the whole point of all of this is that when you become more awakened, everybody, things begin to flow in your life in a way that they had not before. And that's what's supposed to be happening. These, you know, you talk in the book about, you know, serendipitous encounters; I don't think you used the word, but things just start happening, they line up.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes. You have to be there for this to happen. If you're not there, you have to be there in the now so that life can work for you. You can't, if you deny life by denying the now, life can't work. It's like shutting, closing the shutters. The sun doesn't mind, but the sun—why not open the shutters and let the sunshine in which is—the strange thing is that the—it's when you no longer deny the present moment, then not only do you see all these things that are lining up there to support you, but it also means more things are coming into your life.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Absolutely.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): The sun doesn't mind, but the sun—why not open the shutters and let the sunshine in which is—the strange thing is that the—it's when you no longer deny the present moment, then not only do you see all these things that are lining up there to support you, but it also means more things are coming into your life.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Absolutely.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Be of assistance.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Absolutely.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And so that's wonderful once you—

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): The evolutionary impulse of the universe.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Rises up to meet you
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): It does. It does.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): It does not mean that you will never again encounter challenges.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Or if you have a—if you want to have a certain course of action, you want to go from here to there, always, of course, being conscious that the step you're taking at this moment is the most important step. You might still want to go from here to there.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): But it does reduce the fear.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Oh yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): It does reduce the fear.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Because you know you can always bring your sense of presence to the—whatever the moment is.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And that you'll be all right.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And as soon as you encounter a challenge, not resist it, but immediately come to an acceptance of the new situation and then see how that—very often it turns around and becomes actually helpful.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes
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ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): In the same way that a martial arts master always uses the opposing energy. He never—the martial arts master does not fight against, he uses the opponent's energy and gives into it, and he wins by—not by yielding to the oncoming energy.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Knowing how to surrender to it.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Surrender, yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): To the oncoming energy.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yeah.

Oprah: Eckhart? How old are you?
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): This body is 60 years old.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Wow. And why did you say "this body?"

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Well, I don't feel that I am this age. I mean, if you look within, nobody feels that. It's only if you identify with the body that you believe that you are a certain age. The consciousness that I am is ageless; the consciousness that you are is ageless. And I'm sure you also feel that there's inside you a consciousness which has nothing to do with age of the physical body.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right. Do you do something for your skin? No, these are all the questions we have to ask of the 10th lesson because people write in and they say that Eckhart has such glowy skin. Is there something you do especially for your skin, Eckhart?

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Well, one confession I need to make here is—well, my skin is usually fine, I'm happy with my skin. But here, we have a very good makeup artist who does something to my skin before I come out here.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Really.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yeah. Stella.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Stella does. So you're wearing, like, a little powder or something. No, but you're—

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Whatever.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah, yeah, whatever, but it's so smooth.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): But my skin is fine. I mean, it's—I'm happy with it and I—you don't—if you don't accumulate a lot of past inside, then the aging process slows down quite a bit.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Really? Say that again.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): If you do not accumulate a lot of past inside your psyche by hanging on to past, identifying with the past, deriving your sense of self from the past, talking about the past, thinking about the past, then you carry this burden of past. But if you let go of that past and focus primarily on present moment, then the aging process—I believe that, and I've seen it in some people who are present—the aging process of the body actually slows down considerably.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Wow. So 6-0.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yeah.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Your body is 6-0 years old. Yeah, don't look it. You don't do anything like color your hair or anything?

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): No.

Wouldn't we be just a little disappointed to find out Eckhart, Mr. No-Ego, is Botoxed?

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): What is that?

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): What is Botox?

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yeah.
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OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Never mind. It's too hard to explain what it is. What is that? I can't even explain it. Now, let's go to Denise who's Skyping us from her home office in Seattle, Washington. Denise has a question that a lot of viewers have also asked. Denise, go ahead.

DENISE: Hi, Oprah. Hi, Eckhart.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Hello, hi.

DENISE: When I go to bed and I'm feeling conscious and aware, why then do I still have nightmares, and do I have an ego while I'm sleeping?

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Good question.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Well, some dreams are dreams of that process, things that haven't been faced completely during the day. So many kinds of dreams are processing dreams. And then there are other dreams that bring up different energies that can be pain-body coming into a dream. Ego can come into the dream because normally in a dream you are not conscious that you are dreaming; exceptional circumstances, you may be, I don't know whether you are ever conscious in the dream that you are dreaming, are you?

DENISE: I can't remember.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): No, probably not.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So it is quite possible sometimes for the pain-body to come up in a dream, and the character that you represent in the dream is most likely an aspect of your ego. In a dream, of course, you're completely identified with what's happening in the dream, and there's usually—this is why I asked you this question—there's usually an absence of the aware space where you are aware that you are a character in the dream. And usually—so you can have the awareness in your daily life here. This is what this is all about is to live in a way so that you have a dimension in your life. In the background of your life, there's always the aware presence. From there you are conscious of whatever you are doing, whatever your mind is saying. In a dream that's missing; you don't have the level of awareness.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Awareness. Unless you're conscious in the dream, which I dream dreams and I'm conscious in the dream.
LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
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OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): And I can say—I can be in a dream and then say, "Oh, I'm dreaming now."

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): And if it's not a dream I want to be in, I'll say, "Got to get out of here."

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): That's nice.

OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Yeah, yeah.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Or you can say in a dream, "Okay, I'm dreaming, I can do anything."

OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Yeah, I can do anything. I think I'll fly now. But you don't do that in your dreams, right? So the question is whether or not your dreams are your ego. Sometimes they are not. Did you not also say, well, you did say in the book that sometimes when we dream we go back to Source?

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.

OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Yeah, yeah.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Well, there I talk about dreamless sleep because as you know when you sleep you have the dream stage.

OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Right.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE):

Which you go in and out of periodically, and then, occasionally, you have the deep sleep state of dreamless sleep.

OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Yeah, you say that on 282, I read that earlier. "Each night, without knowing it, you return to the unmanifested Source of all life when you enter the state of deep, dreamless sleep, and then reemerge again in the morning, replenished." So you've gone back to source energy there
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ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes. So it does help—what do you do before going to sleep is when you, let's say the last 20 minutes or so, what—

OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): You're not watching the news are you?

DENISE: No, I'm reading A New Earth

OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Okay.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Okay, but even that—

DENISE: I feel like—

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): That's good, but even that I would put it aside just for some
minutes before you actually go to sleep so that there can be a space inside you rather than words. And some of the words may actually help you get in touch with that space. But then the time comes when you put the book aside, and the best, the most powerful, the most helpful way of going into sleep is by lying on your back flat, arms stretched out, and put attention into the inner energy field of your body and feel the aliveness from your toes to the tip of your head, scan your body with your attention a few times, and then feel the entire energy field of the body as a single field of energy.

735OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah.

736ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): And it's very beautiful to—

737OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That has helped me a lot. That's actually, since you said that three classes ago, has helped me do much better sleeping. What Eckhart is also, I think, emphasizing here for you, Denise, is that being more present in every moment of the day with whatever is going on in your life will allow you to not to have to deal with whatever you didn't deal with during the day in your dreams. Because dreams are often the manifestation of your, you know, subconscious mind trying to work things out that you didn't fully work out in the day, that you didn't work out. And so again, the answer is being present with whatever is going on, dealing with whatever needs to be dealt with in the moment so that it doesn't show up later on in your dreams. And I do that particularly if, you know, I am not a television watcher because I'm on television, like the cobbler's children has no shoes, but if I happen to be in a room and walk into a room and the television's on and it's something, a particularly disturbing image, rather than flip from that image or try to deny that I saw that image, I will literally take it in. I will accept what I have seen and deal with it in my mind so that it doesn't show up later on.
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in a dream and frighten me or disturb me, you know. So I try to deal with whatever is going to be disturbing when it is happening so I don't have to process it later, you know?

738ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes, that's good, very good, yes.

739OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. I hope that helps. Thank you.

740DENISE: That makes senses, thank you.

741OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Well, thank you.

742ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Thank you.

743OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Cause yeah, the dreams are just unmanifested stuff that you didn't deal with.

744ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE): Yes, yes. Occasionally, it happens that one has a deeper dream, they tend to be more rare where you might have a sudden insight coming into a dream that you didn't have before, a sudden realization or some kind of dream images that come, that have a symbolic meaning in your life and are telling
you something, that can happen occasionally also, and that's beautiful when it happens.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Well let's go to the third modality, which is we've talked about acceptance.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): If you can't bring acceptance, enjoyment, or enthusiasm. And enthusiasm, which is what Kippy from Tokyo had brought up earlier, is the higher vibration of modality for awakening. That whenever you are enthusiastic, that there is something else that comes into play, there's an energy field created that's bigger than you are.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. It's particularly, it's an energy that is of a creative kind, an energy that creates something, brings something into this world. I wouldn't say it's necessarily of a higher frequency.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Frequency
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ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): It's amore powerful frequency because it's the outgoing movement that is connected, however, with the source.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah, and again we say that that is the kind of enthusiasm that's just not wild external enthusiasm, but enthusiasm borne of the spirit. Enthusiasm borne of consciousness.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah, we're not just talking about going to a Bears game standing out there screaming for your team.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): No, that's excitement. Sometimes, the ego sometimes looks for states of excitement like that as substitutes for being.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right. For being.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): You're out of touch with being, then the ego looks for substitutes, and excitement is one of them. Excitement sometimes through the media, through watching a violent film, excitement through whatever. So acceptance, there are no clear dividing lines between these three modalities. Sometimes acceptance suddenly shifts into enjoyment. And sometimes enjoyment shifts into enthusiasm.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): To enthusiasm. Right.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): So if you, let's say you're doing something that before you would've resented and suddenly you are able to realize, "Okay, there's resentment and denial inside me. Let's see if I can accept that I have to do this right now." And so suddenly you bring acceptance to it, and as you bring acceptance, you're actually beginning to enjoy what you're doing.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah, yeah. That is absolutely true. This thing I had, I was telling you I had to do this weekend, at first was resenting it. I went and sat in the closet with myself so I could change my attitude, I decided I'm going to accept it, and during the process of it, I decided, "Let me be 100 percent present and see what happens." If I could just be one, and that was my focus, just to be 100 percent present. And I started getting a kick out of it.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.

GROUP: Hi, Oprah.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Hi everybody and Nick. I see Nick there. Okay, who is at the microphone? Is that Tatiana?

TA TIANA: Tatiana.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Hi, Tatiana has a question?

TA TIANA: Yes, hi.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Hi.

TA TIANA: Yes, I do. It's about acceptance, and Eckhart says acceptance looks like a passive state. And I do have a big problem with that because sometimes I feel like I accept what is more and more in my life, but at times I feel like I have to be proactive and I have to do something. And at the same time, I know that I have to step back and be aware and be in the moment. And that creates even more stress. Like I'm not getting it, like I'm doing it wrong, and I feel like a loser sometimes. I feel like I'm not getting it. So how do I make it go away, like this guilt of "you should know better?"

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Oh, well that's an additional question.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's an additional question. So the first one is—

TA TIANA: Sorry.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Okay, let's deal with the first part. And the first part is—

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): The first part is that you believe that when you're in a state of acceptance, you are no longer very effective, that you cannot act effectively anymore. Is that what you believe?

TA TIANA: Absolutely.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): That's not the case. That's a wrong view of what acceptance means. And this is why we've been talking about. bringing acceptance into what you are doing so that acceptance is not separate from doing. Acceptance, for it to be complete true acceptance needs to flow into the doing rather than take you
away from the doing and say, "Okay, there's nothing I can do." In some cases, of course, there is nothing you can do in certain situations, in which case, you simply accept at this moment there's nothing I can do. There are other situations where you can do something where doing actually the situation requires you, if you truly respond to the situation in the present moment, it requires you to take action, to do something. And then something for you to experiment with from now on is to see if you can bring this energy field of acceptance and act out of that so that the action doesn't come out of inner resistance or a neediness.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Or denial.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Or denial. Or denial or anger. It comes out a more peaceful state, and then you will experience how powerful your action can actually be.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Or denial or anger. It comes out a more peaceful state, and then you will experience how powerful your action can actually be.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah, did you get that, Tatiana?

TA TIANA: Yes, I get it.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That acceptance flows into the doing. I think everybody who is misunderstanding is thinking that acceptance means that, "I'm saying this moment okay, and so I have to live with it and then do nothing with it or be passive." He's saying you must first—in one of the earlier classes you used the example of the bus in the mud. The wheels are in the mud.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. I am stuck in the mud. Let's say I'm walking out somewhere, and suddenly I'm stuck in the mud to my knees.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): You're stuck in the mud to your knees.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yeah.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): You must first accept you're stuck in the mud to your knees. You can't curse the fact you're stuck in the mud to your knees, you can't—the energy that you spend wanting not to be stuck in the mud to your knees is all wasted energy.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And it gets you stuck more deeply if you're struggling and let the acceptance you're stuck in the mud on your knees flow into, "Now what do I do to get myself out of the mud?"

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, and this "now what do I do" is a state of alert attention.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): And that's a high frequency. It's a state of—it comes up, okay, you almost listen, it's not an auditory listening, but I'm using the analogy of listening, it's a state of alert attention. "What do I do now?" And suddenly, okay, there's a moment of space you don't know. And then out of it you do—the doing arises spontaneously, or a thought comes into your head that tells you what to do. And that will be empowered. And that's—you practice with little things first perhaps. Practice with things that usually you don't like doing so you bring a little bit of resistance to it. Even simple things you might not like— going to the
supermarket or you might not like driving to work or whatever it is.

791OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Accepting what is.

792ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Accepting what is.

793OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): That's what acceptance means. "I accept what is in this moment and now will decide what do I do to change this moment."

794ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

795OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): "But I won't deny this moment for what it is or wish that it was something else."

796TATIANA: And I won't feel guilty. Yeah.

797OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): And you won't feel guilty, Tatiana.

798TATIANA: Yeah.

799ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Now, yes, now we come to the second part or the second question, which is your mind is not telling you something that you're not good enough.

800TATIANA: Yes, like I'm doing it wrong.

801ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. So there's nothing wrong. You now know what to do and don't believe your mind when it tells you," You can't do it; you're not good enough." These are things that often the mind will throw up, especially when people try to be present or to become—to be still, the mind will say, "Not now because I have too much on my mind. I've got too much to think, I can't do it, not now, possibly not now, maybe tomorrow I'll try again."

802TATIANA: Yes, yes. It happens to me all the time.

803ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): The mind will always tell you why you cannot be present now because the mind doesn't like presence because it's the end of the mind.

804TATIANA: Yeah.

805OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Tatiana and everybody at the Bodhi Tree, thank you so much. Nick, see what a powerful influence you've had for your worrying about your—Nick's worried about his bills, Sharon's in the hotel room crying cause Nick's worried about his bills. Unbelievable. Everybody at the Bodhi Tree, thank you so much for your gathering and listen to (inaudible).

806GROUP: Thank you.

807ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Thank you.

808OPRAH WINfrey (HOST): Bodhi buddies. Thank you, our Bodhi buddies. Thank you so much, Tatiana. So do you think that in these 10 weeks we have evolved? I know somebody last week had a problem with the word "evolution." But do you think in these past weeks this community, our new tribe of New Earth readers, we've evolved to a higher level of consciousness, a new way of being in the world?

809ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, I believe—
810OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): To creating a new earth?

811ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. I believe for many people, it's been an opening so that this—suddenly this new dimension has come into their lives. And once it has come into your life, there's no going back. It can be obscured for a while, if you get identified with a mind again or with the pain-body.

812OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Cause don't you have to work on it all the time?

813ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): That helps. Even if you don't work on it, it's there, and eventually something will then happen in your life that will put you back in touch with it. It could be a crisis. But my recommendation is not to wait for a crisis in your life that forces you to become present again but to choose presence as much as possible in your daily life, to choose the present moment, to always check inside what your relationship is with the present moment, the primordial question: "What's my relationship with this moment? Is it friendly or is it dysfunctional?" And that tells you everything. If it's dysfunctional, it means your future is going to manifest that. If it's friendly, open and accepting, then the so-called future is going to manifest that. It's as simple as that.

814OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Do you ever have problems, Eckhart? Do you have problems?

815ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): No, I don't create problems. Challenges can happen always, you don't get—life will always challenge you in one way or another, and that is good, but there is no need to transform the challenges of life into problems by dwelling on things mentally. If you cannot take any action at this moment to turn things around in your mind, which is where worry comes in, related to—worry is problem-making. It's the mental problem-making. So I don't have problems, not because there are no challenges in my life because no matter what stage in life you reach, there's always some kind of challenge.

816OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

817ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Life is designed in that way. The world is not here to make you conscious. Sorry, the world is not here to make you happy.

818OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Right.

819ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): It's here to make you conscious.

820OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Make you conscious. Yes. And when you bring consciousness into your life—for all of those who have been conflicted over the past weeks about the religious beliefs—when you bring consciousness into your life, what you're really saying is that you're bringing in—allowing the spirit of that which is God to flow through you and be the preeminent force in your life. Isn't that what you're saying?

821ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes, yes, yes. There's no longer the little me.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): It's not the little me
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yeah.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): You're connecting yourself to the bigger source—to the source of all things.
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes. And let it then flow through you and then this is, for example, where creativity comes into your life. It's—true creativity can only come in when you let that dimension into your life. So the source energy manifests through you, and creativity can start with a little thing like even a tiny creative thought, or some new way of looking at something is already a sign of creativity.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): But most important it's recognizing that when you can be conscious of the consciousness, when you bring the presence of that which is consciousness or the spirit of a higher power or the spirit of God into your life and you allow that to direct your path, that then all things come to you as they should.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yeah. That's how you create the flow.
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, that's the flow, entering the flow, yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): And that is how you say, "A new species is arriving on the planet. It is arising now, and we are it."
ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes. This is such an enormous shift in consciousness that's happening. It's almost—this is why I use that expression—it's almost as if we were transforming into a new species. For the first time, a conscious species. It's almost as if humanity was only now beginning to actually wake up.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes. Would you share with the rest of the audience, at the end of this—just before we started this class I said a thank you to all the crews who made this possible and Oprah.com, all the Oprah.com staff who's worked so hard the past 10 weeks and our book club staff and producers and everybody. We had a thank you to everybody, and Eckhart because of my book and the condition of my book presented me with a leather-bound copy of A New Earth. Would you share with them what you wrote in my book?

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): I wrote a little—the little poem that I also quote in Chapter 10 by the Persian poet Hafiz, which starts, "I am a hole in the flute that the Christ's breath moves through. Listen to this music." That's the poem, "I am a hole in the flute," I'm not the flute, "I'm a hole in the flute that the Christ's breath," God's breath, "moves through. Listen to this music." So I wrote this little poem, and I said to Oprah she was a wonderful hole that energy is moving through her, and the world is listening to this music.
OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Thank you for allowing me to do that.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Thank you.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): With this magnificent piece of work that you've given to us through your words. And, obviously, you were the hole also for which Christ's breath, the breath of God, the breath of all energy and creation flowed through you in order for you to write this. I mean, as I have read it over and over again, now on my fourth reading, I marvel at how you were able to put these sentences together in such a way that they connect—have connected to me and to all of you all around the world. So thank you for this experience.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Thank you. And everybody else, of course, is also that in essence. You are the opening for that dimension to come into this world.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right. And anything that we do that is creative or is successful or is good comes from that source flowing through us.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): But of the greater doing of consciousness.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): So I want to thank you all for being a part of this really magnificent journey. It's been a part of what I know is my life's calling to be able to be the "hole" for all of this to flow through. So I especially want to thank you and—well, Kim for coming to go Chicago these past 10 weeks—every single week to share A New Earth with all of us. As I said earlier, I really encourage all of you to let this be your summer rereading book. And if you've enjoyed it, you should pass it on. There's no greater gift than sharing it. That's why I wanted to share it with you all. There's no greater gift than sharing it with somebody that you care about and having their lives also be awakened and transformed by the words that point you in the direction of the experience of awakening. So you can all begin to rewatch our webcasts this summer. Please join me next Monday, May 12, for the start of my Soul Series webcast because so many people have said, "What do we do now?" Here on Oprah.com I'll be talking to Dr. Jill Bolte Taylor. She's the brain scientist who had a catastrophic stroke and experienced much of what we've been talking about in our New Earth webcasts. Our Soul Series will continue throughout the summer with spiritual thinkers and authors from every walk of life, so I hope you'll keep Mondays reserved for Oprah.com. Tonight's class will be available on demand tomorrow for free here at Oprah.com. And if you want to download or watch any of our other classes, you can do that tomorrow at Oprah.com and of course iTunes. It's free because of the generous support of Nature Made Softgel vitamins. What are we going to do next Monday?
Another way of—for people to continue to connect with the energy would be perhaps, one is rereading this book, of course, not necessarily from the beginning, just opening it some after you've read it.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): All the places that you've outlined, yeah.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes. And also I, there are lots of—I've done retreats and talks, so on my website people can get talks or retreats. And just listening to a talk, a two- or three-hour talk can get, put you back in touch with the presence.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): That's right. **And you can always download the webcast.**

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Yes. And we'll be back in the fall. There's no telling what we'll do.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): That's right.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): There's no telling. This is just the beginning. **So thank you all. And again, as Gandhi said, "Let's all go out in the world and be the change we want to see."**

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Yes, yes.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Thank you.

ECKHART TOLLE (AUTHOR A NEW EARTH: AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE): Thank you.

OPRAH WINFREY (HOST): Great